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The MV300 Series is available in the “Standard” 
Model, with two Demand Pulse MIG Modules for use 
with .035 and smaller wires, and the DPM-III with 
three modules where .045 and some larger wires will 
be used. 
 
The DPM-III is recommended for pipe welding, and 
other pressure welds to ASME, API, or AWS codes; 
The Standard Model is used primarily for welding 
sheetmetal. Excellent on GALVANIZED. 
 
Both feature non-short circuiting Constant Current 
GMAW with NO SPATTER, and NO arc-outages. 
Easiest out of position welding EVER!  
Replace TIG! 

MV300DPM-III Multi-Process Welding Machine  
AFTEK MV445DPM-III is ideal for shops that need a little 
more muscle.  AFTEK offers standard capacities to 1250 
amps, and “specials” to 2000 amps if you need a LOT more 
muscle! Our most popular model for pipe and vessel work. 
 
If you do HEAVY ARC GOUGING, AFTEK offers HEAVY 
DUTY machines, with simple, non-electronic controls for severe 
service. Our MV-650 and MV-1000 are ideal for pipe shops 
that need ONE machine for GTAW, GMAW and SAW – do 
the root with non-shorting MIG or TIG, then sub-arc out with 
ONE machine. 
Fine control down to 5 amps TIG, 35 amps MIG, 5P root passes–  
 
AFTEK MV Series - The ONLY machines that CAN do all 
this! 

MV445DPM-III Multi Process Welding Machine 
The Power 22-MV300 is a Multi-OPERATOR 
Multi-Process Power Supply, for use where power 
and space are at a premium. Demand Pulse MIG is 
standard. 
 
Two operators can run GMAW, GTAW, and/or 
SMAW at the same time, without interference. Also 
available in 4 and 8 operator models. 
 
Parallel BOTH sides for 600 amps of power for 
gouging or sub-arc! 
 
Shown is the STAINLESS Model, an extra cost 
option, but worthwhile for chemical plants, paper 
mills, etc. ALL AFTEK machines are available in all 
stainless. 

Power 22 MV-DPM SS Multi Process Welding Machine 


